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Executive Summary 

Ongoing upgrades in Augmented Reality i.e., AR innovations has prompted developing 

revenue in their uses for marketing system and tests - what called Augmented Reality 

Marketing. In any case, in spite of arising distributions regarding the matter, administrators and 

scholastics battle to express the way in which ARM conveys encounters that are important to 

clients in a manner that is unique in relation to other marketing draws near. In this exploration, 

confronting point of interaction for utilize of advanced advertising advances in actual 

Augmented reality ad is the unique strategy by which any brand can impart the client usability 

of the item. A user can experience the item and advanced substance using increase reality-

based software. Augmented Reality is innovation that is broadly utilized by sponsor today to 

advertise their item. Augmented Reality based applications could be utilized for obtaining the 

data whenever. The examination work likewise plans to concentrate on the client insight and 

mindfulness towards augmented reality commercial. This further settles on the clients take 

choices with respect to a specific item. It has been seen in the review that with the assistance 

of augmented reality notice advertisers can more readily exhibit the item and clients can assess 

the item better. AR-based notice assists with battling contest and makes a superior image of a 

given item in client’s memory. In study, it is seen that the customers were most intrigued toward 

items that utilized idea of augmented Reality publicizing while the tendency of the clients 

toward conventional promoting was less. By drawing on the key reasonable structure squares 

of arranged comprehension hypothesis, this study fosters a system of ARM encounters to 

incorporate flow of examination and applications, and to propose headings for future 

exploration. 
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Introduction 

Mobile phones and other mobile gadgets are now an integral element of modern 

consumption and existence. The physical and the virtual worlds are now closer than ever before 

thanks to new mobile technology. Because of the growing use of smartphones and tablets, 

augmented reality has become everywhere. Recent advancements point to a future in which 

augmented reality is equally important for both buying and selling. Shoppers can operate in a 

world that is systematically filled with virtual material, and marketers must figure out how to 

incorporate these new realities into their selling strategies. In addition to recent educational 

work, the increasing importance of heightened reality in marketing will be copied in 

practitioner-oriented books.  
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Augmented reality (AR) is indeed an encounter in which architects employ laptop input 

to supplement aspects of the person's natural universe. Experience that makes stimuli within 

media files that adapt in perfect sync to alterations in the visual interaction, such as motion, 

varying from music to film to visuals to Location patches and much.  

The origins of augmented reality can be traced back to 1901 in space opera. Yet, it was 

only in 1990 that Tom Caudill coined the phrase as a tool to aid Airbus personnel in visualising 

complex planes. Joseph Rosenberg's complicated Virtual Fasteners Electronic circuit at the Us 

Air National guard was a huge step forward in 1992. Its Aquake videogame (2000) and the 

development tool AR Toolkit were among the first commercial AR products (2009). The 2010s 

saw a technical boom that went above AR inside the classic way instance, Google's HoloLens 

in 2015—while AR applications has become more powerful, ubiquitous, and accessible. 

AR differentiates from augmented worlds (VR) and PlayStation vr (MR) underneath 

the blanket term unparalleled scale (XR) (MR). Certain disadvantages Associate degree new 

media format that incorporates virtual data into a user's vision of the entire physical 

environment is Augmented Reality. AR technologies improve the usability by exploiting 

computer vision and beholding to overlay digital content such as images, video, and audio over 

the user's real-world environment. AR enriches reality rather than removing consumers from 

it. A well-known example is the 'Pokémon Go' mobile app, in which users catch virtual 

monsters broadcast over the real-world as visible through a Mobile phone. As examples of AR 

in selling applications, virtual mirrors (displays where clients can see themselves wear virtual 

attire), piece of furniture article of furniture furnishings planners (applications that let you to 

visualise items in your house), and virtual make-up tests. Advertising agencies, applications 

and code programmers, and advertising agencies AR are all carving alone niches in the price 

loop.  

Agencies might desire to have a broad range of augmented reality advertising choices 

in the coming days. Although according surveys, brand-related aims (such as awareness, 

complete favourability, and consideration) account for 86 percent of the first business 

objectives of AR selling, whereas increasing sales play a significant but little role. 

What is augmented reality (AR)? 

The term "augmented reality" refers to reality that has been enhanced with interactive 

digital elements. The most frequently used AR apps today consider smartphones to display the 

digitally enhanced world: Users will activate a Smartphone's camera, read the entire 

environment around them on the screen, and consider using an augmented reality app to 

enhance that world in any range of ways via digital overlays: Images, digital data, and/or 3D 

models are superimposed. 

• Adding period time instructions  

• Implanting labels  

• Switching colours  

• Using "filters" on Instagram, Snapchat, and other apps to change the look of the user or 

their environment Virtual and Augmented Reality  

AR will be displayed on a variety of devices, and the number is increasing: screens, 

glasses, handheld and mobile devices, and head set displays. It is important to know what AR 

is not before you can grasp what it is. AR is not the same as a computer game in terms of 

immersion (VR). Unlike video games, which require users to wear a particular receiver and 

transport them to a digital environment, AR allows them to interact with the physical world 
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around them. Augmented reality (AR) is a technology that allows people to overlay digital 

content (images, audio, and text) on top of real-world environments. In 2016, the game 

Pokémon Go drew a lot of attention when it made it possible to move around with Pokémon 

superimposed on the world via a Smartphone screen. Since that day, heightened realism has 

become increasingly common. In 2017, Apple debuted its ARK it platform, and Google 

released net API concepts in that year. Therefore, there is Apple's AR glasses, anticipated to 

be released later this year and capable of allowing wearers to have AR experiences without 

having to look down at a phone. To put it another way, AR is on the edge of becoming a high-

income region. If you are still unsure about what it is, you have come to the perfect place. In 

this post, we will look at what augmented reality is and how it may be used in practical and 

industrial settings. 

With the goal of fostering employee connection and enhancing company results, 

augmented reality is a visible, interactive means of providing pertinent digital information in 

the context of the actual world. 

By superimposing digital material over actual work surroundings, industrial augmented 

reality provides a better approach to produce and provide simply understandable job 

instructions. 

Popular Use cases of Augmented Reality 

So, what is the current application of augmented reality? Far more than just helping 

individuals to find Pikachu. In fact, by 2020, virtually every sector will have identified methods 

to use AR technologies to improve development timelines and outcomes. Typical objectives 

inc lu d e  

• Preparation and professional training: Dynamic, AR-based directions allow people to 

do unfamiliar assignments more efficiently and quickly than traditional methods (like 

guidance manuals). The potential for preparation through augmented reality will be 

great when wearable gadgets such as AR-controlled smart glasses, AR contacts, and 

AR headphones become more widely available. 

• Diversion: For a long time, augmented reality has been boosting enjoyment. At 

Coachella in 2012, a three-dimensional image of Tupac Shakur appeared in front of a 

crowd with Stealth Homeboy. The ability organisation CAA endorsed a fully CGI 

symbol who is an Instagram superstar this year. In addition, to adapt to the realities of 

the Corona virus epidemic, the band Land provided a "Quarantour," which was an AR-

controlled visit to replace the live events that had to be cancelled due to overall 

isolations. Marketing with Augmented Reality. 

• Gaming: Many different games now include AR components. The popularity of AR 

games is unsurprising, given that gaming was one of the first applications that many 

people saw for AR and VR capabilities. 

• Selling: Through augmented reality applications, it is now possible to virtually try out 

or evaluate a variety of products before making a purchase: Sephora's application 

allows you to "see" beauty care goods in AR all over; IKEA allows you to "see" 

furniture in your house; paint brands allow you to virtually "see" tones on your walls; 

and Wary Parker allows you to "try on" glasses styles without have-not go to a store or 

request tests. Prior to the epidemic, these investments provided a way to improve in-

store experiences or make life easier for busy customers. They have now made it 

possible for some firms to sell to customers who are stuck at home. AR applications for 

online businesses are on their way to becoming the norm. 
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• Cell phones are now enabling a big chunk of these augmented reality experiences. In 

any event, the advancement of AR devices (such as Apple's Augmented Reality glasses 

or Microsoft's Hololens) could pave the way for a plethora of new applications. Medical 

services, fabrication, utilities, media communications, training, and public security are 

just a few of the new domains where AR is being used. Consider, for example, seeing 

IKEA furniture through AR in the comfort of your own home, ordering it online, and 

receiving it with assembly instructions projected directly on the parts in the container, 

thanks to your Augmented Reality enabled glasses. The possibilities are limitless and 

endlessly stimulating. 

A Closer Look at Augmented Reality Selling 

As all of the augmented reality use areas cited here are intriguing, the one that is 

particularly applicable to most businesses is when businesses all over the world have been 

forced to close their doors to foot traffic managed sales. Look at these articles for further 

information on how augmented reality might improve a brand's selling capabilities: Augmented 

Reality Marketing  

• Why Are B2B Companies Using 3D Design and Augmented Reality? 

• Declaring Configurable AR: The Next Generation of Virtual Selling  

• How 6 Companies Are Making Augmented Reality Work for Them (And How You 

Can As well) 

What Do Businesses Need out of Augmented Reality Technology? 

The guarantee of more revenue with assistance from Augmented Reality is convincing, 

however it additionally brings up a significant issue: what innovation does an organization have 

to acquaint augmented reality highlights with its current site? The response, obviously, will 

change among brands, yet the abbreviated way is Introducing Virtual and Augmented Reality 

to a site today is a lot simpler, quicker, and more available than it was even two or three years 

prior, on account of new programming available. Assuming you are interested by the ability 

Augmented Reality needs to work on main concern, the following are a couple of core values 

to remember: 

• Augmented Reality usefulness should live on your site, not in a devoted Augmented 

Reality application. Clients would rather not download an application just to utilize AR 

highlights. To partake in the deals help that AR highlights can offer, take out pointless 

obstacles to utilizing them. 

• Augmented Reality will spare time, energy, and money by creating programming. Any 

business that wanted AR a few years ago had to start from the beginning, fabricating 

the genuine utility. Nowadays, software like three kit enables us to create AR content 

using a SaaS approach. As a result, the path to AR is simpler, faster, and much open. 

• Create augmented reality for mobile phones. If you want to take advantage of AR's 

benefits, you will need to increase the likelihood that your customers will use it. That 

means creating AR experiences that operate with the technology that several consumers 

have now, which is cell phones (like iPhones and Android). 

The Commercial Prospects of AR 

Even though the based on the sampling inside the boundaries of the client's living area, 

augmented reality does have the ability to improve many part of the customer encounter. It 

seamlessly blends the actual and virtual worlds in live time, providing all of the visual 

possibilities of in-person shopping with the convenience of staying at home. Because of the 
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rising reliance on ecommerce, AR is a strong visualisation tool that organisations across 

industries can use to better their consumer interactions and, as a result, their bottom lines. 

Consider ways AR technology can aid Education, advertising, production, medical, social 

networks, sports, commerce, amusement, property investment, style, tourism, and teaching. 

Literature Review 

Anne Smink, Eva van Reijmersdal, Guda van Noort, and Peter C. Neijens (2020) study 

persuasive responses in AR shopping apps. A particularly interesting finding of Smink et al. 

(2020) is that AR can also trigger intrusiveness, which might decrease purchase intentions. 

Pascal Kowalczuk, CarolinSiepmann, and Jost Adler (2021) explore cognitive and 

affective responses in AR, and particularly their role in driving behavioural responses. 

Kowalczuk et al. (2021) show that AR can, compared to web-based product presentations, 

because higher affective but lower cognitive responses. 

Jennifer Barhorst, Graeme McLean, Esta Shah, and Rhonda Mack (2021) look at how 

flow affects AR encounters. They demonstrate that AR features including engagement, 

colorfulness, and novelty can cause flow experience. Because customers' reported degrees of 

data utility, engagement, and pleasure improve, flow results in an increase in happiness with 

AR encounters (Barhorst et al., 2021). 

Alexander Jessen, Tim Hilken, Mathew Chylinski, Dominik Mahr, Jonas Heller, 

Debbie Isobel Keeling, and Ko de Ruyter (2020) offer the "playground effect" and demonstrate 

how augmented reality (AR) allows customers to express themselves in new ways all 

throughout customer lifecycle. This, in turn, leads to a variety of favourable results (Jessen et 

al., 2020). 

Ana Javornik, Katherine Duffy, JoonasRokka, Joachim Scholz,Karinna Nobbs, 

AnisaMotala, and Adriana Goldenberg (2021) perform qualitative study with luxury marketing 

firm executives (Javornik et al., 2021). Luxury brands use AR to increase certain luxury traits, 

like legitimacy and premium pricing, according with researchers (Javornik et al., 2021). 

Eunyoung (Christine) Sung (2021) to investigate the underlying mechanics and 

efficiency of android Mobile marketing using the experience economy paradigm (Pine & 

Gilmore, 1998) She demonstrates how the AR materials can be used to trigger buys and 

generate WOM. 

Anouk de Regt, Kirk Plangger, and Stuart Barnes (2021) To propose a strategy for 

collapsing VR sponsored interactions into storyline and human relationships, use sub 

advertising campaigns. The article suggests research topics for further VR marketing studies 

(De Regt et al., 2021). 

Dacko(2017); Olsson (2013): Customers integrate a brand app into their own area and 

sense of identity. Are both crucial to comprehending that how Mobile application may promote 

a deep and intimate client relationship, rather than the economic and utility-oriented one that 

may be more prevalent when employing AR in shopping malls and other public spaces. 

Objectives of the Study 

• Researching the uses of Augmented Reality in marketing. 
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• To study Augmented Reality marketing cost. 

• To find out if Augmented Reality is more effective than current marketing tools. 

• To study the Augmented Reality market size. 

Research Methodology 

This study is descriptive in nature 

Sampling Method 

Sampling method is the way by which a respondent is selected. The sampling method 

of this study is random sampling. Online questionnaires utilizing Google forms. The sample 

included 200 respondents of Navi Mumbai. In order to gauge the level of consumer satisfaction 

with online merchant services, the replies were rated on a five-point Likert scale, from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Secondary sources for the data included journal 

publications, magazine articles, news items, and websites on the Internet.  

Data Analysis and Interpretation 

Choose which age you group belong to 

 

Interpretation  

It shows 13% of the youngsters are in the age fewer than 18. 55% and 18% in the age 

group of 18-25 and 26-35 respectively. And 14% are above 36 years of age. 

Do you have interest in technology? 

 

86%

14%

Yes

No
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Interpretation  

It shows that there are 86% people are interested in Technology and remaining 14% 

don't seem to interested in technology. 

Do you know what Augmented Reality is? 

 

Interpretation  

It shows around 66% of responders know about Augmented Reality. 18% of responders 

don’t know what augmented reality is. And remaining 16% are not sure or confused about 

augmented reality. 

Are you aware about Augmented Reality Advertising 

 

Interpretation  

It shows around 48% of responders are aware about Augmented Reality. 16% of 

responders don’t know what augmented reality is. And remaining 36% are not sure or confused 

about augmented reality. 

Have you ever tried an Augmented Reality Commercial Apps before? 

 

66%

18%

16%

Yes

No

May be

48%

16%

36% Yes

No

May be
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Interpretation  

It shows 57% of responders have used Augmented Reality Advertising Application. 

23% of responders haven’t used any augmented reality advertising app. And remaining 20% 

don’t know if they have used or not.  

When compared to conventional advertisement, an application featuring AR functionality 

provides more capabilities and data. 

 

Interpretation  

It demonstrates that 15% and 38% of respondents are strongly agreeing and agreeing, 

correspondingly, that the app with An app with AR technology delivers more features than a 

traditional forms of advertising. Twenty percent of respondents are neutral, while 11 percent 

and 16 percent disagree strongly and disagree, respectively. 

Technically, an AR-enabled app is better dependable in terms of entertainment and buying. 

 

Interpretation  

It demonstrates that 26% and 30% of respondents are highly agreeing and agreeing, 

correspondingly, that the app includes In terms of excitement and purchasing, an AR-enabled 

app is more trustworthy. A total of 16 percent of respondents are neutral, with 11 percent and 

17 percent strongly opposing and opposing, however. 

Is it possible to be using smartphone augmented reality to start or expand a business? 

 

11%

16%

20%
38%

15%

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

11%

17%

16%
30%

26%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree
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Interpretation 

According to the survey, 35% of respondents suggest that digital augmented reality 

could be utilised to start or expand a business. Only 18 percent of respondents believe AR may 

be utilised to start or develop a business. And the other 47 percent are undecided. 

Technology built on augmented reality can assist prospective consumers in their judgement 

procedure. 

 

Interpretation 

It demonstrates that 30% and 23% of respondents strongly agree and agree that 

technology is based on augmented reality can help target buyers in their decision-making 

process, accordingly. Neutral respondents make up 20% of the total, while strongly disagreeing 

and disagreeing respondents make up 9% and 18% of the total. 

Augmented Reality provides more accurate Data. 

 

Interpretation 

It shows 11% and 49 percent of responders are strongly agreed and agree respectively, 

that Augmented Reality provide more accurate information. 20% of responders are neutral and 

9% and 11% of responders are strongly disagreeing and disagree respectively. 

Augmented Reality offers customers a genuine impression of the brand. 

 

9%

18%

20%23%

30%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

12%

11%

26%
36%

15%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree
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Interpretation 

It shows 15% and 36% of responders are strongly agreed and agrees respectively, that 

Augmented Reality offers customers a genuine impression of the brand.. 26% of responders 

are neutral and 12% and 11% of responders are strongly disagreeing and disagree respectively. 

Will you be interested in using an Augmented Reality system in the coming years? 

 

Interpretation  

It shows 49% of responders Will you be interested in using an Augmented Reality 

system in the coming years? 11% of responders don’t think that AR can used to create or extend 

business. And remaining 40% are not sure about this. 

Would you like to tell others about this Augmented Reality app? 

 

Interpretation 

It shows 51% of responders would you like to tell others about this Augmented Reality 

app? 18% of responders don’t think that AR can used to create or extend business. And 

remaining 31% are not sure about this. 
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Do you believe Augmented Reality has an enticing influence on consumers?? 

 

Interpretation 

It shows 59% of responders believe Augmented Reality has an enticing influence on 

consumers? 16% of responders don’t think that AR can used to create or extend business. And 

remaining 25% are not sure about this. 

Findings 

The discoveries of this research have a few ramifications for advertising supervisors 

and engineers of Augmented Marketing organizations.  

To really use the capability of versatile to enter shoppers' surroundings, giving 

important substance (instead of designated messages) is fundamental. According to a Google 

(2016) study, users operate mobile smartphones more frequently and for longer periods than 

they do their computers, and the place that people employ their smartphones first most is now 

at house. Over and above spatial and rapid web pages, the statement given in our assessment 

on how shoppers use iota Related technological devices as well as what purchaser brand 

connections could indeed crop up from such actions offer flex advertising revenue with 

motivation as to what long and endorsed types of user devotion are feasible via cell devices. 

As advertisers make AR applications for supported client commitment, they ought to 

take more time to not succumb to obsolete or excessively short-sighted perspectives on 

augmented reality. For instance, the specialist situated writing regularly describes AR as 

minimal more than an "data conveyance worldview" that can help buyers to additional "quickly 

and precisely assimilate data" (Doorman and Heppelmann, 2017, p. 53) through implanting 

data into their nearby settings. As my evaluation demonstrates, limiting one's perspective on 

augmented reality to how virtual data is depicted fails to capture the complexities of client 

interactions with such a given AR application. For this, advertisers ought to think about where 

the application is probably going to be utilized, and what goals customers construe about the 

brand.  

As such, sending off an effective AR application requires something other than utilizing 

the most recent and most modern visual motors, yet an essential comprehension of how the AR 

application can assist customers with guaranteeing the subsequent marked climate as their own, 

with themselves as the focal point of the application's contributions. 

59%
16%

25%

Yes

No

Maybe
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Finally, this research provides some encouraging news for executives who believe that 

AR innovation isn't mature enough to be implemented in their marketing platforms. While we 

certainly agree with Poushneh's (2018) assessment that the nature of the expansion is important 

for buyers' satisfaction with an AR application, my findings suggest that in order to be 

successful, an AR application ought to be wonderful and simple to comprehend, but with some 

flaws. 

Limitations of study 

• Chances of one side reactions from the customers  

• The result generated out of the study is totally captivated with the   character of the 

response given by the respondents.  

• All the data presented might not be accurate due to the lack of information and lack of 

knowledge.  

Conclusion 

In this research, I characterized kinds of ARM affordances as per implanted, 

epitomized, versatile, and shared encounters. My order outlines how the different kinds of 

ARM encounters can be significant to clients in manners that are not the same as existing 

marketing approaches, and features open doors for additional examination. While the 

examination open doors are not thorough and just fill in as a beginning stage for horde other 

potential exploration points, they really do show how our reasonable structure can direct future 

exploration bearings in light of the communication of the basic components of inserted, 

exemplified, shared, and versatile client encounters in ARM. 

Clients are moving towards the utilization of advanced content. Nowadays greatest time 

the clients are occupied with the movement. 

To observe a buy choice the client needs to encounter notices which are really 

captivating and intuitive simultaneously it ought to give essential data about the contribution. 

As a result, the communicator is put to an extremely difficult test in determining which medium 

should be concentrated in order to achieve greater results. The use of augmented reality has 

indeed been discovered to be the answer to all of these questions. This type of promotion is 

simple to implement, and clients can benefit from the constant features provided. The point of 

view of an Augmented Reality commercial is that it circulates through the internet. One happy 

customer might recommend it to his friends, resulting in a rise in the number of sweeps. It gives 

the client a more royal experience by respondents agree and dedication. The goal of the 

investigation was to determine the customer's decision to use AR-based marketing. The study's 

findings suggest that AR may have an impact on future publicising. Data collecting is crucial 

to the practical implementation of AR. With the help of augmented reality, businesses can try 

to improve the consumer experience and turn them into prospective buyers. 

Future Scope of Research 

The activities and experiences of buyers with AR Marketing have become the focus of 

this study. We introduced the concepts of a more widespread setting and an inner setting to 

help buyers better understand the consequences of AR Marketing. Future examination can gain 

by this widened perspective on AR and analyse what implications and connections emerge in 

non-homegrown settings. Future examination that looks at how these could deliver other, more 
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undertaking focused shopper brand connections would additionally add to how we might 

interpret the more extensive setting wherein AR encounters are installed inside. 

Future studies can also look at the institutional context of augmented reality shown in 

this study in greater depth. The charmed mirror AR viewpoint is unique in that it views the 

customer to be crucial to the development. As a result, AR material isn't merely combined with 

the customers' face and real-life features on the outside. Future research might also look beyond 

the effects that AR shopping apps have on consumers, and investigate the abilities and 

resources that are required when users use mobile AR buying apps. 

Future exploration ought to likewise evaluate different systems that can affect brand 

insights.  
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